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GROUPS, COVERINGS AND GALOIS THEORY 

VAGN LUNDSGAARD HANSEN AND PETER PETERSEN, V 

ABSTRACT. Finite extensions of complex commutative Banach algebras are natu
rally related to corresponding finite covering maps between the carrier spaces for the 
algebras. In the case of function rings, the finite extensions are induced by the cor
responding finite covering maps, and the topological properties of the coverings are 
strongly reflected in the algebraic properties of the extensions and conversely. Of par
ticular interest to us is the class of finite covering maps for which the induced extensions 
of function rings admit primitive generators. This is exactly the class of polynomial 
covering maps and the extensions are algebraic extensions defined by the underlying 
Weierstrass polynomials. 

The purpose of this paper is to develop a suitable Galois theory for finite extensions 
of function rings induced by finite covering maps and to apply it in the case of Weier
strass polynomials and polynomial covering maps. 

In a series of papers the relations between the algebra of a Weierstrass polynomial on 
the one hand and the topology of the associated polynomial covering map on the other 
hand have been investigated: [9], [10], [11]. The purpose of this paper is to develop a 
suitable Galois theory for certain extensions of function algebras naturally associated 
with Weierstrass polynomials and polynomial covering maps. 

Throughout the paper, X is a path connected, compact Hausdorff topological space. 
By C(X) we denote the ring of complex valued, continuous functions on X. A Weierstrass 
polynomial of degree n > 1 over X is then an element P(x, z) of degree n in the poly
nomial ring C(X)[z] in one complex variable zGC over C(X). If P(x,z) is separable, in 
earlier papers called simple, i.e. without multiple roots for any x G X, then projection of 
the zero set E C X x C for P(x, z) onto X defines an n-fold covering map ir:E—+X, called 
the associated polynomial covering map, [7],[8]. The topological equivalence class of 
this covering map is characterized by the quotient algebra C(X)[z]/ (P(x,z)), called the 
characteristic algebra of the polynomial covering map, [10],[11]. 

More generally, if TT : E —* X is an arbitrary n-fold covering map, the dual map 
IT*: C(X) —> C(E) is a monomorphism along which we can consider C(E) as a ring ex
tension of C(X), or, as an algebra over C(X). Again as shown in [10], this C(X)-algebra 
characterizes the topological equivalence class of the covering map. In his thesis [17], 
one of the authors has studied such extensions among others, and has prepared the way 
for a suitable Galois theory relating subgroups of the automorphism group for the ring 
extension 7r* : C(X) —> C(E) to intermediate covers of X. 

The purpose of this paper is to present such a Galois theory and to apply it in the case 
of Weierstrass polynomials and polynomial covering maps. 
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Earlier related work include papers of Childs [2], Magid [14], Wajnryb [19], Zame 
[20] and the book by DeMeyer and Ingraham [3], for the purely algebraic case of sepa
rable extensions of algebras. Of significance is also the fundamental paper of Gorin and 
Lin [6] where such a Galois theory is hinted at but not developed, and the important paper 
of Arnol'd [1] in which he proves that an entire algebraic function in n — 2r,r> 2, vari
ables cannot be represented as a superposition of entire algebraic functions of a smaller 
number of variables. We shall however redevelop the theory in our own context, which 
in our opinion is more explicit and direct. 

Both authors gratefully acknowledge the University of Maryland at College Park 
where this collaboration was initiated. The first author also acknowledges support from 
the Danish Natural Science Research Council. 

1. Groups, coverings, function algebras. Throughout the paper, X denotes a com
pact, path connected space with universal covering space X and fundamental group G. If 
H is a subgroup of G we write H < G, and H <C G if H is a normal subgroup of G. In 
the latter case, H\ G denotes the group of right cosets of H in G. 

To each subgroup H < G, there corresponds a covering map TT:X(H) —• X, where 
X(H) is path connected and has fundamental group H. The covering space X(H) can be 
constructed as the space of //-orbits Xj H for the action of H on X induced by viewing 
elements in G as deck transformations on X. The covering map ir : X(H) —• X is finite if 
and only if H has finite index in G. 

For any topological space Y, we denote by C(Y) the ring of complex valued, contin
uous functions on Y. 

A covering map TT:E—+X induces a monomorphism ir* : C(X) —> C{E) of rings along 
which we can consider C(E) as a ring extension of C(Z), or as an algebra over C(X). 
Obviously, this algebra is commutative and has a unit element. By an automorphism of 
C(E) over C(X) we understand a ring automorphism <f> : C{E) —* C(£), which is C(X)-
linear, or equivalently, makes the following diagram commutative 

C(E) - ^ C(E) 

C(X) 

Denote by Ç = Ç(C(E)/ C(X)) the group of automorphisms of C(E) over C(X). For a 
subgroup *H in Ç, let 

Fix#" ={fe C(E) | 0(f) = / , all</> G M}. 

If Fix Q = C(X), then we call C(E) a normal extension of C(X), and Q is called the 
Galois group of C(E) over C(X), or of the covering map TT:E^X. 

Recall that a covering map 7r : E —-> X is said to be regular if the group of covering 
transformations of -K acts transitively on the fibres of 7r, or equivalently, if either all or 
none of the liftings of a closed loop in X to paths in E are closed loops. 
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THEOREM 1.1. Let H be a subgroup of finite index in the fundamental group G ofX, 
and letn:E — X(H) —• X be the corresponding finite covering map. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 

(i) H is a normal subgroup ofG. 
(ii) TT:E —>X is a regular covering map. 

(Hi) C(E) is a normal extension ofC(X). 
In case these conditions are satisfied, the Galois group Q of C(E) over C(X) is anti-

isomorphic to the group of right cosets H\ G. 

PROOF. It is classical that (i) and (ii) are equivalent, see e.g. [15]. 
First assume that (i) and (ii) hold. We view K = H\ G as a group of deck transforma

tions on E so that E/K~X. Define K* = {<j> G Ç | <j> = k\ k G K}. We contend that 
K* = Ç = g(C(E)/ C(X)) and that Fix/T = C(X). 

For/ G C(X) we have Jc*(f o n)(e) =foTT (k(e)) =fon(e) since k preserves fibres. 
Hence K* fixes C(X). 

Iff G C(E) bu t / £ TT*(C(X)), then there exist x G X and ex,e2 G ir~l(x) with 
f(e\) ^ f(ei). Now by hypothesis K acts transitively on fibres so there is a k € K with 
k(e\) — e^. For this k G K we have k*f ^ / , since 

(**/)(*0 =/(*(*i)) =/(*2) ^ / (* i ) . 

Hence Fix K* — C(X), as should be proved. 
Secondly suppose (iii) holds. We then prove that (ii) holds. 
Denote by Ç the group of automorphisms of C(E) over C(X). By a theorem of Gelfand 

and Kolmogorov (see [5]), there is a group K of homeomorphisms of E with K* = Ç. All 
we have to prove then, is that K acts freely and transitively on the fibres for re : E —• X. 

STEP 1 (K PRESERVES FIBRES). Let x ^ y be in X and suppose/ G C(X) is a function 
with/(x) ^ f(y). If there were an element k G K, so that £(£*) = ey, where ex G 7T-1(JC), 

ey G 7r-1(y), then we would have 

/ O 7T(ey) = / O 7T ( A f e ) ) = £ * ( / O TT)(ex) = / O TTtec), 

as ^ fixes C(X), but this is impossible. 

STEP 2 (FREENESS AND TRANSITIVITY). Since Eisa connected covering space of X, 
a covering transformation k.E-^E must be the identity if it fixes one point, and hence 
it follows that K acts freely. To check transitivity let x G X, e G TT~1(X). Since TT_1(JC) is 
finite it is possible to find a function/ G C(E) with/(^;) ^ 0 for e! G n~l(x) — { e} and 
/(e) = 0. The function h(e) = ïlgeç(8f)(e) *s invariant under Ç and therefore it belongs 
to C(X). Thus if ef G TT"1^) we have 

II (8f)(e') = h(e') = A(e) - [I (*/)(*) = 0. 
geÇ geÇ 

Hence (gf)(ef) = 0 for some g e Ç. Assume g = F . Then (k*f)(ef) = /(fc(e')) = 0, 
implying that fc(e') = e. This proves transitivity of K. 
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During the course of proof we have also proved that (H\ G)* — Ç, when IT: E —•> X 
is a regular covering map, or equivalently that C(E) is normal over C(X). In other words, 
H\ G and Q are anti-isomorphic. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 

We shall describe a Galois theory for normal extensions of C(X)-algebras as those in 
Theorem 1.1. The Galois group Ç of C(E) over C(X) will then of course be of central 
importance. Due to Theorem 1.1 we shall also refer to H\ G as the Galois group of the 
covering map 7r : X(H) —• X. 

We finish this section by collecting some known results, which establish further links 
between groups, coverings and function algebras. 

THEOREM 1.2. For a space X with fundamental group G as above, there are category 
equivalences between the following categories: 

(i) Subgroups H of finite index in G. 
(ii) Finite covering maps 7r : £ —• X onto X. 

(Hi) Separable C{X)-algebras, which are finitely generated and projective as C(X)-
modules and have no idempotents except 0 and 1. 

Under these equivalences, a subgroup H < G of finite index corresponds to the finite 
covering map TT:E = X(H) —• X, which on the other hand corresponds to the C(X)-
algebra C(E). 

The equivalence of the categories in (i) and (ii) is classical, see eg. [15]. The equiv
alence of the categories in (ii) and (iii) was established by Wajnryb [19] and Childs [2], 
see also Magid [14]. 

2. Polynomial covering maps. A substantial part of the paper shall be devoted to 
polynomial covering maps, [7],[8],[11],[12]. 

We recall that a Weierstrass polynomial of degree n > 1 over X is a polynomial 
function P: X x C —» C of the form 

P(x,z) = 7n + Y.ai(x)7n-\ 
i=\ 

where a\,... ,an: X —• C are continuous, complex valued functions. We can consider 
P(x, z) as an element in the polynomial ring C(X)[z] in one complex variable z over C(X). 
If P(JC, z) is separable, i.e. without multiple roots for any x G X, then we get an associated 
n-fold covering map ir : E —• X by projecting the zero set E — {(x, z) G X x C | P(x, z) — 
0} for P(x, z) onto X. This is the n-fold polynomial covering map associated with P(x, z). 

According to the embedding criterion for polynomial covering maps ([7], 
Theorem 5.1), a finite covering map TT:E —+ X is equivalent to a polynomial cover
ing map—we say that n is polynomial—if and only if it admits a fibrewise embedding 
into the trivial complex line bundle over X. On the other hand, the latter condition is 
equivalent to the existence of a separating function/: E —• C for ir, i.e. a continuous 
function such that/(^i) ^ f(ei), whenever e\ ^ 2̂ are elements in the same fibre of 
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7T. For a polynomial covering map TT:E -^ X associated with the separable Weierstrass 
polynomial P(xy z), the function/Ox, z) = z will do. 

For later reference we quote the following theorem from the thesis [17] of one of the 
authors. See also ([18], Theorem 4.2). 

THEOREM 2.1. Let 7^: £2 —» El and TT\:E1 —» X be finite covering maps. Then the 
composition ir — TTI O TT2'.E

2 —> X is a finite covering map, which is polynomial if and 
only if both KI'.E} —• El and ir\:El —• X are polynomial. 

If 7T : E —+ X is a regular polynomial covering map associated with the separable 
Weierstrass polynomial P(x, z), then it is to be expected that there must be a connection 
between the action of the Galois group of the Weierstrass polynomial on its roots and 
the action of the Galois group of the covering map. This will be explored in § 5. In this 
connection we shall need some information concerning characteristic homomorphisms 
for finite covering maps, [8]. 

Let 7T : E —• X be an «-fold covering map onto X. We repeat that X is path connected 
with fundamental group G. Then there is a characteristic homomorphism x(^r)- G —• X„, 
where Xn is the permutation group on the n elements in the fibre of 7r over a base point 
JCO G X. The characteristic homomorphism is defined by a path lifting procedure in TT 
and is well defined up to conjugation. It determines the equivalence class of the covering 
map. Let B(n) denote the Artin group of braids on n strings, and let r : B(n) —+ En be the 
epimorphism, which maps an rc-braid onto the permutation of the braid. Then it is known 
([8], Theorem 5.1) that ir: E —* X is polynomial if and only if X(TT) lifts over rn, i.e., 

B(n) 

G — In 

Suppose now that ir : E —> X is a finite covering map associated with the subgroup 
H < G. Then the fibre over xo G X can be identified with the set of right cosets H\ G 
and D„ with the group of permutations of the set H\ G. Denote by Aut(//\ G) the group 
of permutations of the set H\ G. Then the characteristic homomorphism of n is a homo
morphism xi'ïï): G —> Aut(//\ G). 

3. Galois theory for extensions of function rings defined by finite covering maps. 
First we prove two theorems which are essential for developing an appropriate Galois 
theory for extensions of function rings defined by finite covering maps. The results are 
valid also in the smaller category of polynomial covering maps and this is of particular 
interest since classical Galois theory is about polynomials over fields and their splitting 
fields. 

THEOREM 3.1 (FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM OF GALOIS THEORY). Letir.E = X(H) —+ 
X be a regular, finite covering map onto X corresponding to a normal subgroup H in G 
of finite index and with Galois group Q. 
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IfE^É —> X is an intermediate covering map, then there is a subgroup H in Ç 
with Fix iH = C(Ef). 

Conversely, if ^C is a subgroup in Ç, then Fix 9l is isomorphic to C(Ef) for some 
intermediate covering map E —• Ef —• X. 

Finally, an intermediate covering map E —• E' —• X is regular over X if and only if 
the subgroup ^i in Q is normal, in which case Ç\C(Ef)/ C(X)J = Qj 9f. 

Ifir'.E = X(H) —• X is polynomial all covering maps in the above will be polynomial. 

PROOF. The theorem follows from Theorem 1.1 by observing that intermediate cov
ering maps E—>E! —+X correspond to intermediate subgroups H < H' < G. Under this 
correspondence it is clear that with E! — X{H') we have C{E!) = Fix((//\//')*)• Con
versely, if H < Ç, then there is a unique H < H' < G with (H\ //')* = H. For the last 
part of the theorem it is enough to notice that H < Hf <C G if and only if (H\ H')* <C Q. 

The polynomial case follows from the general case of arbitrary finite covering maps, 
just by using Theorem 2.1 and noticing that the constructions in the proof of Theorem 1.1 
work also in the smaller category of polynomial covering maps. 

THEOREM 3.2 (EXISTENCE OF NORMAL CLOSURE). Letir.E = X{H) -^Xbe a finite 
covering map onto X corresponding to a subgroup H in G of finite index. Then there exists 
a largest subgroup H < H such that H <C G is a normal subgroup in G of finite index. 
The associated finite covering map if:Ë = X(H) —• X has 7r:E—>X as an intermediate 
covering map and C(Ë) is the smallest normal extension ofC(X), which contains C(E). 

The group H is called the core of H and the algebra C(Ë) the normal closure of C(E). 

PROOF. Define the subgroup H in G by H = ngeG gHg~l. Since H has finite index 
in G, it is easy to see that H is a finite intersection of subgroups of finite index in G. 
Hence H has finite index in G. By construction H is the largest subgroup in H such that 
H is normal in G. Granted the existence of a core H of H, the theorem is an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 1.1. 

Before proceeding to develop the theory further, we describe the basic elements of 
classical Galois theory. In this theory one investigates polynomials in the polynomial 
ring F[z] over a field F by looking at extensions of F, in which the polynomial splits 
into linear factors. However, it is customary to restrict attention to monic irreducibles 
as F[z] is a unique factorization domain. If char F = 0 it follows that all irreducibles 
are separable, i.e. have no multiple roots. If char F ^ 0 then one has to decompose 
irreducibles into separable factors in some extension of F. Given a monic, separable, 
irreducible polynomial p G F[z] we know that L = F[z]/ (p) is an extension of F in 
which p has a root. There is a smallest normal extension K of F containing L, called the 
normal closure of L over F. Because p is irreducible it will split in K, and because p is 
separable, K will be a "separable" extension of F. Then K is a Galois extension of F. 
The Galois group of # over F is also called the Galois group of p. It is the action of this 
group on the roots of p that determines how complicated the polynomial is. 

What we wish to do here, is to replace F by C(X). As C(X) is not even an integral 
domain, let alone a field, we can naturally not hope for an exact analogy with the classical 
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situation. On the other hand there is some hope that topology can help us, but maybe also 
set up some obstructions. 

In classical Galois theory, all finite, separable extensions are primitive, i.e. they are 
generated by a single element, ([13], Theorem 14, p. 185). This is no longer the case for 
C(X)-algebras. In fact, primitive extensions correspond exactly to polynomial covering 
maps. This is the content of the following theorem due to Duchamp and Hain [4]. 

THEOREM3.3 (DUCHAMP AND HAIN). Let ir:E—>X bean-fold covering map. Then 
C(E) is a primitive extension ofC(X), i.e. there is a function/ E C(E) so that the func
tions 1 , / , . . . ,fn~l are a basis for C(E) as a C(X)-module, if and only ifn:E —> X is a 
polynomial covering map. 

Theorem 3.3. indicated that a successful Galois theory in the classical sense can 
be expected for extensions C(E) of C(X) corresponding to polynomial covering maps 
7r : £ —> X. This claim is supported by the results below. 

Let P(x, z) € C(X)[z] be a separable Weierstrass polynomial over X and let TT : E —» X 
be the associated polynomial covering map. Then we have 

THEOREM 3.4 ([10], THEOREM 2). The C(X)-algebra C(E) is isomorphic to the quo
tient algebra C(X)[z]/ (P(x,z)j as C(X)-algebras. 

THEOREM 3.5 ([9], THEOREM 5.2). The separable Weierstrass polynomial P(x,z) 
over X is irreducible if and only ifE is connected. 

THEOREM 3.6. The separable Weierstrass plynomial P(x, z) over X splits uniquely 
into irreducible, separable factors. 

PROOF. If P(JC, z) is irreducible there is nothing to prove, so assume not. By Theo
rem 3.5, E is not connected. Let E — E\U • • • U Er be the splitting of E into connected 
components. Define P/(x,z) = H(X,a)<EEj(z — ex), and note that the number of factors in 
the product is constant in x G X, since Et is a covering space over X. Then P/(JC, z) defines 
a separable, irreducible Weierstrass polynomial over X (with a well defined degree in z) 
for which the associated polynomial covering map has total space Et. Clearly, 

P(x,z) = Pi(x,z)~-Pr(x,z). 

To prove uniqueness, let Q(x, z) be a separable, irreducible Weierstrass polynomial 
over X, which divides P(x, z). Let Ef be the polynomial covering space over X associated 
with Q(x, z). Then Ef C E and the inclusion map is continuous. Hence Ef is a connected, 
compact subset of E. Thus Ef C Et for some / = 1, . . . , r. Any point in Ef has a neighbour
hood which is homeomorphic to an open set in X. This neighbourhood must therefore 
also be an open subset of Eu proving that Ef is also an open subset of Et. Therefore 
Ef — Et and Q(x,z) = Pt(x,z). This proves uniqueness of the splitting. 

Due the Theorem 3.6 we can without loss of generality restrict attention to irreducible 
Weierstrass polynomials and therefore to connected polynomial covering spaces. 
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4. Weierstrass polynomials of the type P(x,z) — f — a(x). To illustrate Theo
rem 3.6 we consider the most elementary type of Weierstrass polynomials over X, namely 
those of the form P(x, z) = z" — a(x) for a function a G C(X). Clearly, P(JC, z) is separa
ble if and only if a(x) ^ 0 for all x E X. If P(x, z) is separable, <f> (x) — -f^ defines a 
function <j> : X —• Sl and therefore a cohomology class in Hl(X; Z ), denoted by | a\. It is 
well known, and easy to prove ([12], Lemma IV 1.6), that a(x) has a continuous rcthroot 
if and only if \a\ is divisible by n in Hl(X; Z ). It follows that P(x, z) = zn — a(x) splits 
into linear factors over C(X) if and only if\a\ G H1 (X; Z ) is divisible by n. 

In this section we shall generalize these remarks and at the same time find a factor
ization of P(x, z) — f — a(x) into irreducibles. 

Let UJ be an n^root of unity. Suppose that the Weierstrass polynomial P(x, z) = f — 
a{x) splits into a product 

P{x,z) = Px(x,z)Pi(x,z) 

of Weierstrass polynomials P/(JC, z) of degree /?/, i = 1,2. Then clearly 

P(JC,Z) = {u-p^Px(x,ujz))(uj-p2P2(x,uJz)) 

is also a splitting of P(x, z) in (monic) Weierstrass polynomials over X. 
Now assume that u is a primitive nthroot of unity and that Po(x,z) = ^ + 

E£=1 tffcO)^-* is an irreducible factor of P(x,z) = z" — a(x). Define P/(x,z) = 
cu~piPo(x,u;lz), i — 1,.. . n — 1. The above analysis reveals that Pt(x,z) is also an ir
reducible factor of P(x,z). Since Po(x>z) is irreducible, ap(x) ^ 0 for some x G X. 
Therefore, if P/(JC, z) = P7(JC, z) for some j,y = 0 , . . . , n — 1, we must have u>(l~j)p — 1, 
or equivalently n\ (i —j)p. 

Let n = mp + r with 0 < r < p. If / ^ 7, n\ (i — j)p and r > 0, then | / — y | > m. But 
then Po(x,z),...9 Pm(x, z) are m + 1 different irreducible factors of P(JC, z) = zn — a(x), 
which contradicts Theorem 3.6 since (m + \)p > n. We conclude that r — 0 and n = mp, 
so that Po(*> z)> • • • > An-i (*, 2) are m different irreducible factors of P(JC, Z) for which 

P(x,z) = Po(x,z)'~Pm-x(x,z). 

We shall now determine PQ(X, z). By inserting the definitions of the various Weier
strass polynomials into the factorization of P(x, z) we get 

zT-a(x) = n ("~p,A>(*Vz)) 
1=0 

m - l 

= I I (^ + ' • • + ak(x)u>-tiz?-k + • • • + u>-piap(x)). 
1=0 

For z = 0 we get the equation 

ro-1 

-a{x) = ap(x)m n u~pi. 
/=0 
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Put 
m-\ 

a = I I "~pi = u;-pm(m-l)/2. 
i=0 

Then we have 
—a(x) = ap(x)ma. 

We conclude that a(x) has a continuous nfi root, that a ^ 0 and that ap(x) ^ 0 for 
all x G X. 

Assume now that the functions ak+\ (*),..., tf/>-i (*) are identically zero on X for k < p. 
For k — p—\ there is no condition. By equating coefficients to terms of degree p — kin 
the splitting of P(x, z), we then get the equation 

-1 ,m-\ (m-\ ,m-\ N \ 

0 - ap(xr-lak(x)[ £ u-*( U uj-pi) 
v7=o v/=o 'J 

¥J 

= ap(x)m-W(x)^u-Wa} 
j=0 

= ap(x)m 'akWa—pj—-. 

Since ap(*) / 0 for all x G X, a ^ 0 and U;<P-*>OT ^ 1, we conclude that ak(x) = 0 
for all xeX. 

Altogether, it follows that 

P0(x,z) = f + ap(x) 

and that 
m - l 

P(JC, z) = f - a(x) = f i (^ + W - % ( J C ) ) 
1=0 

is the factorization of P(jt,z) — f — a(x) into irreducibles. 
The above investigations can be summarized in the following. 

THEOREM 4.1. Let a(x) G C(X) be a continuous function on X with a(x) ^ Ofor all 
x G X. Then the Weierstrass polynomial P(x,z) = z" — a(x), n > 2, is irreducible if and 
only if the cohomology class \a\ G Hl(X\ Z) determined by a{x) is not divisible by any 
number m > 1 that divides n. 

In particular, ifn>2 is a prime number, then either P(x,z) = f — a(x) splits com
pletely into linear factors or is irreducible. 

Assuming that the separable Weierstrass polynomial P(x, z) = f — a{x), n > 2, over 
X is irreducible we can easily compute the Galois group. It has to be the cyclic group of 
order n, Z„, since the polynomial is invariant under multiplication by rcthroots of unity. 
Hence the associated polynomial covering map IT : E —> X is regular. 

In analogy with the consequence of Hilbert's Theorem 90 on cyclic field extensions 
([13], Theorem 10, p. 214), it is then natural to ask whether an «-fold covering map, 
which is regular and has cyclic Galois group, is equivalent to a polynomial covering 
map associated with a separable Weierstrass polynomial of the form P(x, z) = f — a(x). 
This however is not in general the case, as the following theorem of M0ller explains. 
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THEOREM 4.2 (M0LLER [16]). Letn'.E—^Xbea regular, n-fold covering map with 
Galois group ~Ln. We view Zn < Sl as a subgroup of the circle group Sl. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 

(i) 7T : E —* X is equivalent to a polynomial covering map associated with a separable 
Weierstrass polynomial of the form P(x, z) = zf1 — a(x). 

(ii) n:E —• X can be equivariantly embedded into the trivial complex line bundle 
X x C ->X. 

(Hi) The associated complex line bundle 7f : E x zn C —• X is trivial, 
(iv) The associated complex line bundle if : E x z„C —• X has vanishing first Chern 

class, i.e. c\(E Xz„C) = 0. 

Based on Theorem 4.2 we can appropriately say that there is an exact topological 
obstruction to Hilbert's Theorem 90. The only exception is 2-fold covering maps. 

THEOREM 4.3. Any 2-fold polynomial covering map n : E —• X can be equivariantly 
embedded into the trivial complex line bundle X x C —> X. 

PROOF. Let 7r: E —• X be a 2-fold polynomial covering map. Either ir is trivial or 
E is connected. In the first case we are done. In the second case E = X(H) for some 
subgroup H of index 2 of the fundamental group G of X. Any subgroup of index 2 is 
normal and hence ir : E —-> X is a regular covering map. Let T: E —• £ be the unique 
nontrivial fibre preserving involution of 7r. Iff: E —> C is a separating function for the 
polynomial covering map n, then /*(e) — (f(e) —f(T(e)^/\f(e) —f(T(è))\, e G E, is 
evidently the component into C of a Z2 equivariant embedding of 7r: £ —> X into the 
trivial complex line bundle over X, since h(T(ej) = -/*(£?). This proves the theorem. 

5. Action of the Galois group of a Weierstrass polynomial. Our aim in this sec
tion is to find a connection between the action of the Galois group of a Weierstrass poly
nomial on its roots and on the corresponding polynomial covering map. 

If 7r: E —> X is a covering map and Q(x, z) is a Weierstrass polynomial over X, we 
can form the Weierstrass polynomial Qnie^z) over E defined by QE(e,z) — Q(n(e), z), 
eeE,zec. 

LEMMA 5.1. Let ir:E —• X be a regular covering map with E connected and let 
Q(x,z) G C(X)[z] be a separable irreducible Weierstrass polynomial over X. Suppose 
that Qnie, z) has a root in C(E). Then QfXe, z) splits completely in C(E). 

PROOF. Let a\,..., am be the roots for <2EO> Z) in C(E). Since QEO> Z) is invariant 
under the action of the Galois group Q of C(E) over C(X), the set { a\,..., am} must also 
be invariant under Q. Therefore the polynomial [z ~ ot\(e)) • • • [z — otm(e)), which is a 
priori a polynomial in C(E)[z], is actually induced from a polynomial R(x, z) in C(X)[z]. 

Now QE(e,z) = RE(e,z)S'(eJz) for a Weierstrass polynomial Sf(e,z) G C(E)[z]. Sup
pose that the Weierstrass polynomials involved have the form, 

QE(e, z) - f + ax(e)f-} + • • • + an(e) 

RE(e,z) = f1 + bx{e)zm~l + • • • + bm(e) 

S\e, z) = c0(e)zn~m + c^z"'^1 + • • • + c„_m(e). 
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Then co(e)l = 1 and 

J2 Ci(e)bj(e) = ck(e) + ck-\(è)b\{e) + • • • + c0(e)bk(e) = ak(e). 
i+j—k 

It follows that c0(e) = 1 and hence it can be considered as a function in C(X). Suppose 
by induction that co(e),..., Q - I (e) can actually be considered as functions in C(X). Then 
the above formula shows that ck(e) is a function in C(X). Consequently, the polynomial 
S'(e, z) is induced from a polynomial S(x, z) £ C(JC)[Z], that is, S'(e, z) — 5^(^, z), and we 
have the product decomposition Q(x,z) = R(x,z)S(x,z). Since Q(x,z) is irreducible we 
conclude that R(x, z) = 1, or S(x, z) = 1. Since R(x, z) ^ 1 we conclude that QE(X, Z) — 
RE(X, Z) as desired. 

LEMMA 5.2. Let n: E —> X and Q(x, z) be as in Lemma 5.1. Then the Galois group 
Qfor the ring extension C(E) ofC(X) acts transitively on the roots for QE(C,Z) in C(E). 

PROOF. We may assume that QE(e, z) = UaeA (z — a(e)^) where A is the set of roots 
for QE(^^Z) in C(E). If A = A\ U A2 and A\ is invariant under Q then A2 must also 
be invariant under Ç. We can then define polynomials Ql

E(e,z) = YlaeAi{z — a(e)), 
i — 1,2. Since At is invariant under Ç, the polynomials Ql

E(e, z) are induced from poly
nomials Ql(xyz) in C(X)[z], and Q(x,z) — Ql(x,z)Q2(x,z). Since Q(x,z) is irreducible 
either Ql(x, z) = 1 or Q2(x, z) — 1 and this proves the lemma. 

Given a separable irreducible Weierstrass polynomial P(x,z) E C(X)[z], we have the 
corresponding polynomial covering map TT:E-^X, where E is connected and E — X(H) 
for some subgroup H < G in the fundamental group G of X. We form the corresponding 
normal closure ir:Ë = X(H) —> X. Note that the core H of //, and hence the normal 
closure £, is independent of the subgroup H representing the covering map 7r since sub
groups in G representing equivalent covering maps onto X are conjugate in G. 

The Weierstrass polynomial PE((x,z),z) has a root in C(£), namely the function 
ot\ ((je, z), z) — z. Therefore the Weierstrass polynomial PE{e, z) has a root a\(e) E C(Ê) 
and consequently it splits completely according to Lemma 5.1. Let A = { « i , . . . , an} 
be the roots for PE(e, z) in C(Ë). We view K ~H\Gasa group of deck transformations 
on Ë, and let £ denote the deck transformation corresponding to the coset Hg defined by 
the element g E G. The association g —• g is then a group homomorphism of G into A'. 
Denote by Aut A the group of permutations of A. 

These preparatory remarks now make it possible to define a right action 

7 : G —• Aut A 

of G on the set of roots A for PE(e^ z) as the composite map 

G -> K~H\G - ^ K* -> AutA 

g 1—> g h-* g* h-> (a»-^gof) 

The action is a right action since K —> #* is an anti-homomorphism. 
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There is an obvious identification of the permutation group E„ on n elements (consid
ered as the permutation group for the set of right cosets H\ G) and the group Aut A. Hence 
the characteristic homomorphism \{n) for the polynomial covering map TT: E —» X can 
be considered as a homomorphism x(n)'-G —• Aut A. With this identification we have 
the following fundamental 

THEOREM 5.3. The action 1:G —> Aut A is conjugate to the characteristic homo
morphism x(7r): G —• Aut A for the polynomial covering map TX\ E —>X. 

PROOF. Define a map (p : G —» A by (p(g) = goc\ for g G G. If h G H and g G G w e 
have (p(hg) ~ (hg)a\ = g(ha\) = gai, since ai G C(£) = C(X(//)). Consequently, <£ 
induces a map ip:H\G —> A. By Lemma 5.2, ip is surjective, and hence it is bijective, 
since A and H\ G contain the same number of elements. 

The map (p provides the desired conjugation. To prove this we use that X(TT):G —•> 
Aut A is actually a homomorphism into the group of permutations of the set of right 
cosets H\ G. Let a, g EG. Then we have 

<p(x(*)(g)(Haj) = <p(Hag) = (m<*i = g(âax) = g(<p(Hdj) = ?f(g)(<p(Ha)). 

This computation proves that (p o x(^)(^) = 1(g)°<P f° r all g G G and the theorem is 
established. 

Theorem 5.3 shows that the action of the Galois group of a separable irreducible 
Weierstrass polynomial P{x, z) over X classifies the associated polynomial covering map 
TT: E —» X. Furthermore we have the isomorphism C(E) ^ C(X)[z]/ (P(x,zj) of C(X)-
algebras from ([10, Theorem 2). This is in complete analogy with the classical Galois 
theory for field extensions. 

From [8] it is known that an rc-fold covering map n : E —» X is polynomial if and only 
if the characteristic homomorphism for the covering from the fundamental group G of 
X into Ln factors through the braid group B(n). The homomorphism of G into B(n) is 
induced by the root map for TT which can be expressed in terms of the coefficient map 
given by the coefficients in the Weierstrass polynomial P(JC, z). In that sense the action of 
the Galois group of a Weierstrass polynomial on its roots can be expressed in terms of 
the coefficients of the polynomial itself. 
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